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The Road Map

• 1. Let’s face it…  

• 2. Take-home messages 

• 3. Conventional Wisdom in Linguistics 

• 4. Individual Differences in Linguistic Knowledge 

• 5. Why is Print Exposure is important?  

• 6. What about Illiterates? 



Background

Let’s face it… 

• WEIRD populations  

• Dahl (2015): Literate, Lots of Speakers, Official  

• Blasi et al. (2022): Linguistics <3 data from a group of niche native speakers 

• Overreliance on WEIRD populations is a problem

https://www.eva.mpg.de/fileadmin/content_files/linguistics/conferences/2015-diversity-linguistics/Dahl_slides.pdf
https://www.cell.com/trends/cognitive-sciences/fulltext/S1364-6613(22)00236-4


Background

Take-home messages

• A) we shouldn’t over rely on conventional pieces of wisdom in our theories  

• B) not all native speakers converge on the same grammatical knowledge uniformly and 
successfully 

• C) literacy facilitates ultimate native language learning



Conventional Wisdom: The Status of Writing in Linguistics

• Writing — secondary 

• Writing: as an accessory (Pinker 1994) 

• Spoken language is almost always influenced by written language (Linell 2005, the written 
language bias)



Background

Conventional Wisdom: Convergence Hypothesis

It is also variable: children are exposed to different samples of utterances but converge on the 
same grammar. (Seidenberg 1997: 1600) 

Nonverbal IQ/Learning styles 

Feldman et al., 1995 

Reber et al., 1991 

Yang et al. 2017: 109

https://www.science.org/doi/pdf/10.1126/science.275.5306.1599
https://doi.org/10.1016/0160-2896(95)90007-1
https://doi.org/10.1037/0278-7393.17.5.888
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0149763416305656


Background

Conventional Wisdom: Problems

• Little evidence to support the convergence hypothesis  

• Not experimentally supported 

• Data from L1 speakers: highly educated speakers (9-12 yrs. Of schooling)  

• University lecturers, graduates, undergraduates… a small percentage of the general 
population  



Background

Conventional Wisdom: Shift

• Since the 1970s: a paradigm shift 

• Do all L1 speakers converge on the same grammar successfully? 

• No!  

• There are many individual differences 

• Ewa Dąbrowksa 



The Effects of Print Exposure

Individual Differences in Linguistic Knowledge

• Individual Differences: Qualitative/quantitative differences among L1 speakers 

• Dabrowska (2018): L1 English speakers-Grammatical knowledge 

• Print exposure…  

• Nonverbal IQ  

• Why print exposure? Written language > spoken language 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010027718301446


Individual Differences in Linguistic Knowledge

Picture Selection Task



The Effects of Print Exposure

Individual Differences in Linguistic Knowledge

• Grammar: percent correct! 

• ART= 3.4% 

• IQ=12.2%



The Effects of Print Exposure

Why does reading modulate comprehending complex syntax?

• Written language > spoken language (more complex language) 

• The more you read, the more you abstract 

• NP Verb AdjP Agent PP (of) INFINITIVE (to Verb) 

• NP BE NICE PP (of) INFINITIVE (to Verb)  

• NP BE GOOD PP (of) INFINITIVE (to Verb)  

• IT BE NICE PP (of) YOU TO BE HERE 
IT BE GOOD PP (of) YOU TO COME  

• Goldberg & Herbst 2021

https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.1515/ling-2020-0274/html


What about Illiterates?

• Not everyone is literate, even in literate languages there are illiterate speakers 

• If so, how is the knowledge of grammar affected in the absence of literacy? 

• Very few studies…  

• Existing literature shows: literacy facilitates the acquisition of complex syntax (subject/object 
relatives) (Dabrowska et al. 2022).

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010027721003814


Dabrowska 2021

The Training Wheels Hypothesis

• Facilitatory effects of literacy: training wheels 

• 1) Writing > spoken modality re. Complexity 

• 2) Writing as a memory crutch 

• 3) Writing improves metalinguistic awareness

https://books.google.com.tr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=ldsCEAAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA75&dq=Dabrowska+how+writing+changes&ots=oF0AF1wlzT&sig=WwL14-9jcYnc0RtOmpWfidkALOE&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Dabrowska%20how%20writing%20changes&f=false


2 Pioneering Studies: Dabrowska et al. 2022, 2023

Illiterates-Complex Syntax

• 3 groups: semi-literate, late-literate (at an adult education center in Spain), high-literate  

• Semi-literate: basic reading 

• Late-literate: more experienced with reading but still struggle 

• High-literate: learned reading when young and completed a BA degree

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2023.1136337/full


Dabrowska et al. 2022

Picture Selection with Illiterate Speakers

• Spanish subject and object relatives  

• Object relatives are written language biased in Spanish 

• SRs at ceiling: ORCs high>late>semi



Dabrowska et al. 2023

Morphosyntactic Productivity in Illiterate Speakers

• Spanish verbs: -AR/-ER/-IR forms —> different conjugation patterns 

• Nonce-verb conjugation task 

• Again, high>late>semi literates 



My research… (27 literate/30 illiterate)

More Insight into Illiteracy and L1 Development

• Picture selection task (comprehension of Turkish passives, SRCs, ORCs, quantifiers, 
nominalizations) 

• Picture-based sentence elicitation task (production of Turkish SRCs, ORCs, and passives) 

•



Why Group over Reading?

• 1) Reading + Group: r= .91 ==> multicollinearity 

• 2) Reading measures two things:  

• in illiterates speed of decoding orthographic signs 

• in literates reading fluency 

• 3) Writing requires years to influence grammatical knowledge, illiterates practice literacy on 
avg. 7 months.



Overview of the Groups

Results



Does literacy modulate L1 comprehension of complex syntax?

Results: Picture Selection Task



Does literacy modulate L1 comprehension of complex syntax?

Results: Picture Selection Task



Does literacy modulate L1 production of complex syntax?

Results: Picture Selection Task





Do these individual differences reflect differences in underlying linguistic 
knowledge?

• Providing an unequivocal answer requires additional assumptions 

• Usage-based models: the answer is positive, IDs in linguistic knowledge readily hypothesized 

• Generativist approaches: difficult, where does experience fall? 



Plausible explanations: frequency

Literacy modulates L1?

• Complex structures = Written language > spoken language  

• Usage-based: more exposure to written language —> stronger representations of written-
language biased structures 

• BUT mere frequency cannot explain everything; ORCs occur more frequently in spoken 
language than in written… 



Plausible explanations: quality over quantity via print exposure

Literacy modulates L1?

• Frequency + literacy become more plausible when quality > quality is considered 

• Spoken language has more prototypical examples of complex structures 

• More exposure to written language ==> helps with extracting more abstract templates  

• Street & Dabrowska 2014: The English Passive

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/D779DA2D036365F0F3F7BDFDA3ADC67F/S0142716412000367a.pdf/lexically-specific-knowledge-and-individual-differences-in-adult-native-speakers-processing-of-the-english-passive.pdf


Plausible explanations: metalinguistic awareness via print exposure

Literacy modulates L1?

• Quality of exposure reveals distinctions that are otherwise difficult to pick up 

• Written language= more non-canonical structures  

• These structures occur in various form-meaning pairings 

• More print exposure, more metalinguistic awareness, better grasp



Plausible explanations: training wheels hypothesis 

Literacy modulates L1?

• Writing eases cognitive load on WM 

• Writing= more linguistic experience 

• Allows for complex structures to be processed more efficiently 



Plausible explanations: final note

Literacy modulates L1 Grammatical Knowledge?

• These accounts are not mutually exclusive 

• A combination of all these factors probably modulate L1 knowledge 

• Heightened CPM helps with learning a writing system 

• A head start in literacy, reading improves cognition, which improves language…  

• Positive feedback loop 

• PRODUCTION? Teaching native speakers their L1 through writing 

• Highly literate speech may reflect conventions of writing… 



Does acquiring literacy modulate L1 knowledge?

Conclusion 

• More individual differences in L1 than ever postulated ==> no convergence! 

• The answer is: suggestive YES  

• But we need many more studies to confidently claim this.  

• What does literacy change in illiterate speakers’ lives? 





Take-home messages

Conclusion 

A) we shouldn’t over rely on conventional pieces of wisdom in our theories  

B) not all native speakers converge on the same grammatical knowledge uniformly and 
successfully 

C) literacy facilitates ultimate native language learning



Happy to answer your questions and hear your comments

Thank you for listening


